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Abstract
Besides the well-known principles K, K4 and L, the Leivant principle

(AV B) -* (A V

and the Formalized Markov scheme

-i

are principles of the Provability Logic of
(intuitionistic) Heyting Arithmetic. In this paper they are studied from
a modal logical point of view. They are characterized, separate as well
as in combination with the other principles, in terms of frame properties,
and the finite model property is established. In order to make the paper
self-contained intuitionistic modal logic is introduced and similar results
for K4 and L, which were already known, are proved again.

Introduction

1

In this paper we study the intuitionistic modal logic given by the principles

K (A -r B) --*

-a

K4 A - A
L (OA -3 A) -4 A

(L'ob's principle)

Le (A V B) -*
Ma

-a V Bi) ->

(Leivant's principle)

-a V B;) (Formalized Markov scheme)
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and the rules modus ponens and necessitation. We shall characterize it in two
ways in terms of frame properties, and prove that it has the finite model property.

These principles belong to the so-called Provability Logic of intuitionistic
Heyting Arithmetic HA, which arises from an arithmetical interpretation of
the in which V is read as `cp is provable in HA'. This will be described in
detail in the next section. The full Provability Logic of HA is not known yet.
The fact that the Leivant principle belongs to the Provability Logic of HA is
first stated in [Leivant 75] and proved in [Visser 94]. For the Formalized Markov
scheme, it is proved in [Visser 94] as well.
A motivation to characterize modal logics which are the Provability Logic

of a certain theory in terms of frame properties and prove (if possible) the
finite model property for them, can be to gain inside in the theory in question.

Moreover, it often turned out that in showing that some modal logic is the
Provability Logic of a certain theory one uses these properties heavely.
In order to make the paper self-contained intuitionistic modal logic is intro-

duced in the third section, and completeness results for K, K4 and L which
were already known are proved again, in sections 5-7. And although nowhere
needed to understand the technicalities of the provability interpretation, we will
start with a short introduction to Provability Logic, in the next section. Finally,
in sections 8-10 the completeness results for the Leivant principle and the Formalized Markov scheme are given, separate as well as together with the other
principles. And in the last section of the paper we show that the logics under
consideration all have the disjunction property and the reflection rule (if F- A
then F- A).

I would like to thank D. de Jongh and A. Visser for the many discussions we
had on this subject and for their patient help, and A. Troelstra for his careful
reading of the manuscript.
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The Landscape: Provability

A modal language will always be, in this paper, a language for propositional
logic extended with one unary modal operator, . A formula in this language
is called a modal formula.
Let T be an arithmetical theory which allows a formalization of `being provable in T' via a predicate Proo fT (x, y), which is a formalization of the statement
that y is the code of a proof in T of the formula with Godelnumber x. When cp
is an arithmetical sentence with Godelnumber r per, Tcp denotes the statement

3yProofT(p,y). An arithmetical realization of the modal language into the
language of T is a mapping * from the formulas of the modal language to sentences in the language of T that commutes with the propositional connectives
The provability logic of T is the set of modal
and such that
formulas A such that T proves A* for any arithmetical realization *, i.e. the set
{AIV* TF-A*}.
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Note that in general the provability logic of a theory T may depend on T as
well as on the chosen formalization of the proof predicate ProofT. We will be
a bit ambiguous in this respect. When talking about the provability logic' of a
certain theory, we will always assume that a not-to-unusual proof predicate is
fixed in advance.
The famous article of Solovay [Solovay 76] may well be seen as the starting
point of provability logic. In this paper Solovay proves that the the provability

logic of PA is the logic now known as L or GL, consisting of the principles
K, K4 and L, the tautologies of classical propositional logic and the rules of
necessitation (A/OA) and modus ponens. Moreover, the proof gives a method
to construct for any formula A which is not a principle of the provability logic
of PA an actual counterexample A*, that is, a realization such that PA does
not prove A. The way this is obtained employs a modal completeness result for
GL. First, it is shown that GL is complete with respect to the class of finite,
transitive, conversely well-founded Kripke models. And second, it is shown that
for every such Kripke model /C there exists a realization * such that
for all nodes k of 1 (if /C, k

A, then -A* is consistent with PA ).

As long as we stay on the classical side provability logics are very stable; many
arithmetical theories have the same provability logic, GL. 'See, for example,
De Jongh and Japardize [JJ 97] for an explication of the vague `many' in this
statement. However, there is in general no stability in going from a classical
theory to its intuitionistic counterpart, as can be seen in the comparison of HA

and PA. For example, the Leivant principle (AV B) -* (AV B) is not a
provability principle of PA. This can be seen very easily. If GL would derive

the Leivant principle it would also derive (01 V -01), as it clearly derives
0(01 V 1). But then an application of L shows that it would derive 001.
Hence the provability logic of HA is not a part of GL. The converse-is not true
either. The principle (p V -p) is a theorem of the provability logic of PA, but
not of the corresponding logic of HA. Note that this also shows that there is
no monotonicity (converse monotonicity) in provability logics; stronger theories
do not necessarily have stronger (weaker) provability logics.
In the literature on intuitionistic modal logic one often encounters logics of
which it is claimed that they are the `true' intuitionistic counterparts of some
classical modal logic, for example Lob's logic. Of course, what one will accept
as an intuitionistic counterpart of a given (classical) logic, will depend on the
interpretation one has in mind for the box operator, hence on the properties one
wants it to have. Here we always have the provability interpretation in mind.
A striking difference between this interpretation and most others is that it is in
itself of a mathematical nature. Thus verification of the validity of principles
can be executed in a formal rigorous way.

3

Intuitionistic modal logic

3

The syntax

3.1

The system Ki is a theory in the language of propositional logic extended with
one modal operator . It is given by the axioms:

Taut all intuitionistic propositional tautologies in the modal language,

K (A -* B) -4
together with the rules of modus ponens and necessitation.
When R is a set of additional axioms, we write Ri for the system obtained by
the axioms Ki and R while keeping the rules modus ponens and necessitation.
We will write FR,, A when A is derivable in Ri. We write B1,. .. , B, HR.; A

for a derivation of A in Ri from B1,. .. , B without use of necessitation, in
other words, when A is derivable by modus ponens from theorems of Ri and
. , B,,. (When we trust it is clear from the context which derivation system
we mean, we omit the subscript Ri.)
We write Li for K4Li, and Bi for LLeMai.
For an extensive introduction to intuitionistic modal logic see for example

B1i .

.

[WZ 96a, 96b].

3.2

The semantics

First some notation. When R and S are two binary relations, (R;S) is the
relation defined via w(R;S)u : . 3v(wRvSu).
A frame is a triple .T = (W, -<, R), where W is a nonempty set (the set of
nodes), - is a partial ordering on W -(the intuitionistic relation) and R a binary

relation on W (the modal relation) such that (-;R) C R. A frame is called
brilliant if in addition (R;-) C R.
A model is a pair M = (F) V), where F is a frame and V a valuation relation
on pairsconsisting of nodes and propositional variables. We demand that V is
persistent, i.e.
if w - v A (w, p) E V, then (v, p) E V.
We inductively define what it means for a formula A to be valid at a node w of

a model M (M, w k A):

M,wkp:pwVp
M,wkAAB:gM,wkAandM,wkB
M,wkAVB:e*M,wkAorM,wkB
M,w kA -aB:g Vv >w (M, v kA implies A4, v =B)
M, w k A :q Vv (if wRv then M, v k A).
4

Remark 1 (-,<;R) C R is required for the upwards persistency of the
w

-,<

(for.

w', w k OA implies w' J A).

When M is clear from the context we write w k A instead of M, w A.
If a sequence of models M 1, M2, ... is involved, we sometimes write w Ji A
for .Mi, w J A. When defining V we often write w
p :q ..., instead of
wVp :q .... We say that A is valid in A4, notation M J A, if A is valid at all
nodes of M. The formula A is said to be valid in a frame F, notation F = A,
if A is valid in all models with underlying frame F.
A property P on frames corresponds to a set R of formulas or schemes if for
all frames F: F J R iff P(F). Note that in this case we have
FR.; A

= A is valid on all frames with property P.

Remark 2 The condition (-;R) C R, included to guarantee persistence for
formulas OA, may be weakened to

(-;R) C (R;-)

(w - w'Rv' =: 3u(wRu - v)).

However we prefer to work with the simple condition where possible. For more
discussion on this topic, see [Simpson 931.

3.3

Canonicity

To define the canonical model for a logic we have to introduce saturated sets.
As we also need the concept of X -saturated sets later on, we give all these
definitions here simultaneously.
A set of formulas is called adequate if it is closed under subformulas and
contains T and 1. A set of formulas r is called X-saturated if it is a consistent
subset of X such that
_
IF F- A implies A E r, for all A E X,

rl-AVBimplies AEror BEr,for all AvBEX.
If X is the set of all formulas, an X-saturated set is just called saturated. It is
easily shown that for any adequate set. X and for any A for which F/ A, there
is an X-saturated set f such that r V V A. Note also that any A C X for which
A If A, can be extended to an X-saturated r such that r l/ A.
For any system Ri, the Ri- canonical model is the model (W, -,<, R, V) defined
as follows:

W consists of the saturated sets (with respect to bpi),

w<v:gwCv,
wRv :q

E w,(A E v),

w =. p :q p E w, for propositional variables p.

To see that this indeed defines a model, see the completeness proof for Ki.
5

I

Note that the Ri-canonical frame is always brilliant and hence that when
a logic Ri corresponds to a frame property P, then the assumption that the
Ri-canonical model has the property P implies that
F-R,; A iff A is valid on all brilliant frames which have P.

We call Ri canonical in this case, i.e. if the canonical model has the frame
property to which the logic corresponds.

4

Some constructions of models

In this paragraph two methods of constructing new models from old ones are
introduced, all of which will be used later on. Before starting, let us agree on
some notation.
A node v in a frame is above w if w < v. In this case w is called below v.
A node t is called an (intuitionistic) top node if there is no element above it in
the frame. Top(F) is the set of all top nodes in a frame F. We often omit F
when we trust it is clear from the context to which frame we refer. When w is
a node, T (w) is the set of all top nodes above w.
A node v in a frame is called a successor of w if wRv, in which case w
is called a predecessor of v. When Z is a set of nodes, R(Z) is the set of all
successors of elements in Z. We write R(w) for R({w}).
For any adequate set of formulas X we define

wo =

w

E X w = OBI,

wX{BEXIwB},
w,={B->CEX I wKB-*C,wKB}.
The superscript will be sometimes omitted.

4.1

The Construction Method

The construction. method is often used to obtain a completeness result with
respect to some class of finite frames and thereby the decidability of the logic
in question. The method allows us to construct a finite model Mb = (Wb, -,<b
, Rb, Vb) for any node b of any canonical model M = (W, - , R, V), for any finite
adequate set X. And the domain Wb of Mb is (a copy of) a subset of W which

intuitively is the minimal set of nodes needed to make b behave in the same
manner in M and Mb with respect to the formulae in X. For instance, when

B E X but B ¢ b, we have to take care that there is a node w in Wb such
that bRbw and w kb B. Similar for implications.
Since we will apply this method only to canonical models which satisfy L,
we do not. give the most general form of the construction, but just a version
6

for canonical models satisfying L. Henceforth the models considered are models
which satisfy L.
The construction proceeds as follows. We choose step by step, starting with
b, a finite subset of W which will be the domain Wb of our new model Mb. Note
that the elements of W are sets of formulas. Put ao = b. Suppose ao is defined.

We choose elements ao,loBl and a,. (C,D) in W, for all elements B E (a,) jp
and for all (C --+ D) E
The node aa.(OB) is an element v E W such
that a,Rv, OB E v and B v. The node ao.(CD) is an element v E W such
that ao - v, C E v and D v. Note that such elements can always be found.
For the node ao.(OB) this follows from the fact that the model satisfies L.
Now define Wb = {o I a is defined }, and V6 via

p, for p.EX.
We define the intuitionistic and the modal relation such that

for allAEX, for allaEWb: M, a, lA,* M6,olA.
As the choice of the relations will differ from case to case we do not give any
specific examples here besides the obvious one;
bT
o,RbT
or

:

r

:q

ci

4 . a,
aoRa.,

It is not difficult to see that this choice at least gives a model with the desired
property, be it not always on a frame with the desired properties.

Remark 3 It is easy to see that Wb is finite if X is. This is in fact the reason why we chose the nodes ao.(oB) such that they contain B; in this way
(ao.(oB)) (A C (ao) p, or in other words, (a,)o C (ci. (oB))o.

4.2

Neighbourhoods

The boxdepth of a formula is the maximum number of nested boxes of the for-

mula. The method described here is used later to prove that some logic is
conservative over another with respect to formulae of boxdepth one.
Whenever w is a node in a model M, we define the n-neighbourhood (M, w),, _
(WW, -,n, R., 1n) via two sequences of subsets (II)z, (Mz)2 of the domain of M.
Ml
=
Il
= {vIw=v}
3xEIkxRv}
{v13xEMkx<v}
Mk+1
=
Ik+l =
Wn = (,J;{n(Ii U Mi). The relations of (M, w)n are just the restrictions to W
of the corresponding relations of M. It is easy to prove with induction on the
boxdepth of a formula that

for all A with boxdepth 5 n, Vv E Il (M, w) n, v l A iff M, v )= A.

(M, w) denotes the model (M, w) n, where n is the length of the maximal Rchain in M, provided it. is finite.
7
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The principle K

5

Proposition 4 FK, A iff A is valid on all finite brilliant frames.

Proof Only from right to left. Assume YK, A. Let X be a finite adequate set
which contains A. We build a model on X as follows. This model will not force
A.

Let W consist of all X -saturated sets. . , R, V are defined in the same way
as on the Kz-canonical model.
Note that this defines indeed a brilliant frame, as - ;R = R;-,<= R. We show

that for all B in X : w = B iff B E w, and then we are done. We prove it by
induction on B. For propositional variables, disjunction and conjunction it is
clear.

Case -. If (C -4 D) E w then certainly w -- C -* D. For the other direction,
assume (C --* D) 0 w. If wU{C} would derive D, then also w I- (C -4 D). Thus
w U {C} Ff D. This implies that w U {C} is consistent. Let v be an X-saturated
extension of w U {C} which does not derive D, then clearly w - v, v = C and

vKD,hence wKC->D.

Case . If C E w, then it follows immediately that w = C. For the other
direction, assume C 0 w. Consider the set A = {D D E w}. We have
A Ff C, as otherwise w l- C. Hence there exists an X-saturated set v containing
0 which does not derive C. As clearly wRv, this shows that w K C.
O

6

The principle K4

In the same way as in the classical case it can be shown that I-L, K4.

We call a frame semi-transitive if it satisfies (R;R) C (R;-).

Lemma 5 K4 corresponds to semi-transitivity.
Proposition 6 FK4; A iff A is valid on all finite transitive brilliant frames.
Proof Assume IfK4; A. Let X be an adequate set which contains A such that

there is a X-saturated set r with r IfK4 A. The model (W,-, R, V) has the
same W,

-,<

and V as a Ki-canonical model. But now define

wRv :q

E w(B, B E v).

It is clear that this frame is transitive. So, we only have to show that w
B iff B E w, for all B E X. The only step which is different from the Ki case
is the one for B = C, direction from left to right:

if C ¢ w, then the set {D, D I D E w} does not derive C. Therefore, it
can be extended to an X-saturated set v which does not contain C. As wRv,
Q
this proves w K C.

Proposition 7 K4i is canonical.
8
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The Lob principle

We call a frame conversely well-founded if the modal relation on the frame is
conversely well-founded. An L-frame is a frame which is both semi-transitive
and conversely well-founded.

Lemma 8 L corresponds to semi-transitivity plus converse well-foundedness.

Proof We only treat the direction from left to right. First assume that F is not
semi-transitive; choose w, v, u such, that

wRvRu n Vv'(wRv' -* v' 3 u).

(1)

Consider the model on F given by the valuation x -- p
(x 4 v A x 34 u). We
have to see that w =
p). Therefore, take x, y with wRx, x - y and
Because u K p, v
p and thus y 4 v. Also y 4 u by (1), hence
y
y = p. But clearly w Op, since v 04- B.
For the second part, assume F is a semi-transitive but non conversely wellfounded frame. Let w0Rw1 Rw2R ... be a chain in F. Define a valuation on F
via

xrp:t* x $ wiforalli.
k Op then x 3 wi, for all i, as x - wi
--3 p). But not w = Op.
CJ

In this model on F, if woRx and x
implies xRwi+1. Hence w =

Proposition 9 f-L; A iff A is valid on all transitive conversely well-founded

1

brilliant frames.

Proof Let A be such that /L, A. Let X be a finite adequate set containing
A, such that there is an X-.saturated r for which r VL; A. We build a model
(W, - , R, V), which does not make A valid. W is the set of X-saturated sets.
V are defined in the same way as for the Li-canonical model. But define
wRv :<*

E w(OB, B E v) A 2OD E v(OD V w).

This makes it into a brilliant, transitive, conversely well-founded frame. We
show that w = B iff B E w, for B E X. Only the left to right direction for the
case B = C is different:
Assume C w. Let A = {D, OD I-OD E w} U
From A 1- C it would
follow that w I- (OC -+ C), and hence w l- CC, which is false. Therefore,
A F/ C. Let v be a X-saturated extension of A which does not derive C, then
wRv, and therefore - w K OC.

V

9
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8

The Leivant principle

Since HA possesses the so-called disjunction property, i.e.

ifHAhAVB,thenHAhAorHAI- B,
it is a natural question to ask if HA can prove its own disjunction property,
that is, if (AVB) ->
is a principle of the provability logic of HA. It
follows from a result of Friedman [Friedman 75] that this is not the case. Thus
informally speaking, HA cannot prove the statement if there is a proof of A or
B, there is a proof of A or there is a proof of B'. The Leivant principle, which
is a principle of the provability logic of HA, can be seen as a second best to the
formalized version of the disjunction property. For the Leivant principle clearly
implies
And this principle expresses the statement
if there is a proof of A or B, there is a proof that (there is a proof of A or there
is a proof of B)'.
There are two noteworthy consequences of LLe which we do want to state
explicitly. The first one because it is the one consequence of LLe mainly used
in the completeness proof of LLei. And the second one because it intuitively
expresses the interesting statement if there is a proof that (either A holds or

(A v

B is not provable), then A is provable'. Let OA be short for (A A A). The
Leivant principle implies

We show this only for the special case of a disjunct of two formulas:

(AV B) I-Le; (AV B)
II

(A V (A A B) V OB)
(A V OB)

The other noteworthy consequence of LLe is

-i A.
This follows immediately from the observation above and the fact that Li derives

-a B).

8.1

Correspondence

First, we show that Le corresponds to a certain frame property Le°°. And then
we show that on finite frames, Le corresponds to a stronger property. Since we
prove completeness of Lei with respect to these class of frames, this property
will be called the Leivant property. .

Lemma 10 Le corresponds to the Le°°-property, which is

Le°°-property

wRvRu - Sx(wRx A x - v A x - u).

10
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Proof We only treat the direction from left to right. Assume that a frame F
does not have the Le°°-property. Take wRvRu such that

dx-(wRx A x- v A x- u):

(2)

Now define a model on F via

ypt-+3xy(wRxAxu),
y=q+4 3xy(wRxAx

u).

With this valuation clearly w

(pV q). It is also easy to see that u K q, hence,

` p. For, if v = p, then there is a node x < v such that
u. This contradicts (2). Hence v l p, thus v K p V q. Therefore,

v K q. Moreover, v
wRx A x -,<
w l (pV q).

O

Remark 11 Clearly Lei I- K4. Observe that this is reflected in the corresponding frame properties; an Le°°-frame is semi-transitive.

Lemma 12 A finite Le°°-frame satisfies
wRv --+ 3x(wRx - v A Vu(vRu -+ x 4 u)).

Proof Let F be a finite Le°°-frame. Consider wRv. We show that there is a
node x such that (wRx -,< v A Vu(vRu -+ x 4 u)). Let n be the number of
successors of v. If n = 0, then we can take v = x, and we are done. Therefore,
assume n > 1 . We show that there is an enumeration u 1 , . .. , un of the successors

of v such that there is a sequence xl >, x2 , ... x,, of nodes, such that
wRxi -,< v A xi - ui.
Then xn has the desired properties, i.e. we can take x = xn, since Vi(x 4 ui),
and wRx. -,< v by construction.
We show how to construct these sequences. Let ul be a successor of v. Since

wRvRul, by the Le°°-property, there is a node xl such that

wRxl - v A xl

ul.

Assume that for j < i, xi and uj are defined. Let ui+l be a successor of
v distinct from ul,.., ui. Since. wRxi - vRui+l, wRxiRui+l. Hence by the
Le°°-property there is a node xi+l such that
wRxi+l - xi A xi+l -< ui+1

As clearly xi+, 4 xi - v, we also have xi+l - v. Thus xi+i has the desired
properties.

O

An Le-frame is a frame which has the property,

Le-property

wRv -1 3x(wRx - v A Vu(vRu -+ x

-,<

u)).

A node x -,< v for which Vu(vRu -+ wRx -,< u) holds is called a Leivant-node for
the pair (w, v), An LLe-frame is a frame which is both an L- and an Le-frame.

Corollary 13 On finite frames, Le corresponds to the Le-property.
11

8.2

Minimal Leivant-nodes

We will use the following lemma only in pragraph 10, but this seems a good
place to state it. It shows that on finite Le°°-frames even a stronger condition
than the Leivant property holds. In words, for every pair wRv in a finite Le°°frame there is Leivant-node x for (w, v) which also is a Leivant-node for itself,
namely for (w, x). Such a node x for which
wRx -,< vAVu(vRu -l x - u) A Vu(xRu -* x -,< u),
is called a minimal Leivant-node for (w, v).

Lemma 14 A finite Le°°-frame satisfies
wRv -4 3x(wRx

-,<

v n Vu(vRu -> x _ u) A Vu(xRu -* x - u)).

Proof Let F be a finite Le°°-frame. By lemma 12, F satisfies
wRv =: 3x(wRx

-,<

v A Vu(vRu -3 x

-,<

u)).

(3)

Consider wRv. We show that the pair (w, v) has a minimal Leivant-node x.
Define *(y) via

*(y) du(yRu --+ y -,<

u)-

We We construct a sequence xl > x2 > ... of nodes, such that

wRxi

-,<

v A Vu(vRu -* xi - u) A (xi+1 = xi -+ *(xi)).

Let us first see why we are done then. The finiteness of the frame implies that
xi+1 = xi, for some i. Such a node xi has the desired properties, i.e. we can
take x = xi.
We show how to construct the sequence xl > x2 >, ... by induction. By (3)

there is a node xl such that wRx1 . v A Vu(vRu -3 xl - u). Assume xi is
already defined. Thus
wRxi -,C v n Vu(vRu -+ xi - u).

By (3) there is node xi+l such that

wRxi+i - xi n Vu(xiRu -a xi+1 4 u).
Observe that since xi+1 4 xi, we also have
wRxi+i

-,C

v AVu(vRu -* xi+1 < u).

Further note that since du(xiRu -+ xi+1 < u), if *(xi) does not hold, then xi #
xi+1. Thus xi+1 has the desired properties. This completes the construction of
C
the sequence.

12

8.3

Completeness

Since the completeness proofs of Lei and LLez are almost the same, we just
treat the last one extensively.
An adequate set X is called Le-adequate if it is the single closure under
of an adequate set which is of the form {V Z I Z C Xo} for some set X0 which
does not contain formulas of the form A V B. X0 is called the base of X.
Proposition 15 FLLe; A iff A valid on all finite brilliant LLe-frames.

Proof If ELLe, A, there is a finite Le-adequate set X which contains A, and
such that there is an X-saturated set t which does not derive A. For the base
of X just take the set Xo of all subformulas of A (and their negations) minus
the disjunctive ones. We construct a frame (W, -,<, R, V) on X as follows. W is

the set of all X-saturated sets, - and V are defined as on the LLe;-canonical
model, and

wRv :a dZ C Xo(D(V Z) E W 3Zi E Z(Zi,
E v).
and 30B 0

E v))

First, we show that for all B E X, w [-- B iff B E w, and second that the frame
in an LLe-frame.
But, first some notation. Let a range over all functions on {Z I Z C XoAZ 54

0} for which aZ E Z. For any set x, x, denotes the set {oZ, aZ 1 (V Z) E
x}. Note that if w and v are X-saturated, wRv iff for some a and B ¢ w,
w,UJOB} Cv.
For the proof of w = B iff B E w, the only `new' case is the one that
B = C, from left to right:
Assume C 0 w. We show that if for all or, w,, C F- C, then w F- C. Then
we can conclude that there is a a such that w C V C, and extend this set to
_

an X-saturated extension of w, which does not derive C and we are done. Let
Zl,... , Z, be all the subsets Z of Xo for which (V Z) E w. Assume that for
all a, wo, C F- C. We show how to derive w IC), and thus w F- C,
a contradiction;
VU(w,

` or(EaZ1,...,OaZ
Vo,VB E ZI (OB, EJaZ2i ... , OaZ

F- C-4 C)

F C -* C)
I- C -* C)

da(VBEZ, OB,OaZ2i...,,OaZ F- C --- > C)

VBEZ, B, ... , VBEZ B I- C -* C
(VBEZ, OB),..., (VBEZ B) l-

i

C).

As E-Lei ON Z) - (VBEZ OB), this implies that w r
C).
To verify the Le-property, let wRv, {ul,... ,
u=vn n
n u,,. We have to find a node x such that wRx and x C u. In order to find
x, we first construct w B such that

forE=V{DEXO IuF/OD}.
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(4)

J,

Note that this implies that wa, OB C u. Next, assuming (4) to be satisfied,
there is a y such that
C y g u,VZ C Xo(if y F- V Z then]Zz E Z(Zi E y)).

(5)

Then

x= {D E X y F- D} is X-saturated, x C u, wRx.
So it meets our conditions.
Now assuming (4) we show (5) as follows. Let Y1iY2, ... be an enumeration
of all the subsets of Xo with infinite repetition. We construct sets x,,, such that
the required y = Un xtt.
xl
xi+1

= wa U JOB}
xi
xiU IV Yi, D}

=

if

xiVvY

if

xi F' \Yi, and D E Yi is such that
xiU {VY,D} V E

Now all xi are subsets of u. The set xl is a subset of u since OB E v. Also wa C
u; formulae in wa come in pairs D,
with D E Xo. Suppose D, D E wa and
either of D, OD u. Then u I f OD, so D F- E, and thus wa I- E, which is not
the case. So D, OD E u. Assume we have already shown xi g u. If xi = xi+1 it
is trivial; so let xi+1 = xi U {V Yi, D}, and assume, argueing by contradiction,

l

that xi+1 C u. Since xi F- V Y j, so u f- V Y, thus V Y E u, this implies that
D § u. Hence u V D; but then D 1- E, and xi+1 l- E, a contradiction.
Now we turn to the proof of (4). We have to cases.
Case E V v. If DE 9 v, then for all, B E v, all wa C v we have wa, OB V f E;

for otherwise we have E E v, since v F- (Awa A OB). Since wRv, there
clearly is a wa C v and a B E v r w Cj , hence we are done.

Case E E v. We show that there is a wa C v such that wa, E I f E. This
would prove (4), since it is easy to see that DE

j w. Argueing by contradiction,

let us assume that for all wa C v we have wa, E I f E; then we can derive
the incorrect statement-w F- E, as follows. Again, let Zi,...
Z C Xo for which (V Z) E w. First note that

Zi = V D V
DEZ;nu

V

D, hence Zi f- E V V D, thus

DEZ;,Dgu

DEZ;nu

w F- D(E v V OD).
DEZ,nu

Furthermore by assumption
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Va( if wo C v then wo, E
Vd( if wo C v then O aZ,,... , OaZ,,, E
Va( if wa C v then
OB, DaZ2i.. ; , OaZ,,, E
VBEZInu

E-

F-

I-

E V VDEZ,nu OD, ... , E V V DEZ, nU OD, DE l(E v VDEZ na OD)

(E V VDEZ , nu CID),-,

w
w

I-

E), so
E)
E)

E

(OE -4 E)

E.

-4 E)

b

Proposition 16 ELe. A iff A is valid on all finite brilliant Le-frames.

Corollary 17 Lei does not derive L or Ma.

Proposition 18 Lei is canonical.

8.4 A stronger frame property for Le
It turns out that Lei is complete with respect to frames which satisfy the
stronger property of being gathering: wRvRu -> v - u.
Note however that we cannot have completeness of LLei with respect to finite
brilliant gathering frames, as in these frames
is valid, whereas this is
not derivable in LLei. But we do have the following.
Proposition 19 I-LLe; A iff A is valid on all finite gathering conversely wellfounded frames.

Proof Suppose I fLLe; A. Let M = (W, -,<, R, V) be a finite brilliant LLe-model
which does not validate A in some node b. We define a new relation R' C_ R

on W such that the the model M' = (W, - , R, V) has a gathering frame and
validates the same formulas as M.
Intuitively we 'erase' those modal relationships R between elements which
violate the gatheringness of the frame, i.e. between nodes w, v such that there
is a vRu with v ,- u. That is, we define

wR'v :t* wRv and Vu(vRu - v - u).
To prove that M, w = B iff M, w = B, is straightforward once one knows
wRv -* w(R;-,<)v.

We will show this last fact. Let *(x) be short for Vu E W(xRu -+ x - u). Now,
assume wRv. We show that there is a node v' with wR'v' -,< v, that is, with
wRv' - v and *(v). The idea is as follows. By the Leivant property there is a
node xl below v and all its successors (in M), and such that wRxl. If xl = v,

wR'v and we are done. If xl # v we consider a node x2 below xl and all its
successors, and such that wRxl, which again exists by the Leivant property. If
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x2 = xi, we can take v' = xi. If x2 0 xi we consider a node x3 which is below
x2 and all its successors , and such that wRx3, etc.
More formally, we construct a sequence of elements v = xi >, x2 >, ... in W
such that for all i, wRxi, and such that if *(xi) does not hold, then (xi xi_i).
As M is finite this implies we can find an element xi with the desired properties.
from x,,. If
We show how to construct
holds, put
x,,. If
*(x,,) does not hold,
is a node which is below x,, and its successors, and
moreover such that
C7

9

The Formalized Markov scheme

The Formalized Markov scheme

--(OA -> V Bi) -a

-a V Bi).

is a formalization of what is known as the Markov Rule for Heyting Arithmetic,

if HA I- --A then HA I- A, for any II2-sentence A.
Clearly any arithmetical realization of formulas of the form

V Bi) is

II2. But arithmetical realizations of formulas (V OAi -- V Bi) are II2 too.
The only reason we did not call

V Bi) -4 (V Ai -+ V Bi)
the Formalized Markov scheme is just because it is a consequence of Ma.
There is a nice consequence of Ma which states that for formulae of a certain
form a stronger version of L'ob's principle is derivable:

Lemma 20 For formulae D of the form (V Ai -* V OBi),

LMai 1- (OD -a --D) -- D.
Proof Let D = (V Ai - V Bi).
LMai F- (OD -i --rD)

--r

-,-,D

--D)

-+ D.

G

That this stronger version of L is not for arbitrary D a principle of HA follows
from the fact that for instance HA derives
V
V
but not
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9.1

Correspondence

In contrast to the principles encountered so far, the frame property Ma°° to
which the Markov Scheme corresponds looks a bit unelegant. However, if we
restrict ourselves to finite frames, Ma corresponds to a much nicer property,
the so-called Markov property. It will turn out that the Mai-canonical model
has this property, and therefore that Mai is complete with respect. to the class
of these frames.

Lemma 21 Ma corresponds to the Ma'-property, which is

Ma'-property for all w, v, ui,.., un: A w(R;,)vRui --3
3t E. Top(w(R;,)t AVu(t(R;,)u -+ v(R;,)u) A f t(R;, )ui).
{

Proof Only the direction from left to right. Let F be a frame which does not
have the Ma'-property; there are w, v, ul, .., un with w(R;,)vRui and

Vt E Top[w(R;-,<)t AVu(t(R;,)u -i v(R;,)u) - V -nt(R;,)ui)].
Let Ti = ft I w(R;-)tAVu(t(R;- )u --> v(R;.-,<)uA-t(R;,<)ui}. Define a valuation

gi:a3tETit(R;,)x.

-

V qi) and w K
V qi). The last part is obvious, since w(R;,)v and v J p. That v ,,K qi for
We show that with this valuation, w

all i, follows from the fact that ui K qi, for all i. Therefore, consider any top
node t above some successor z of w. It suffices to show that t J p -* V qi,

because this would imply z J --(Dp -* V qi). Note that w(R;,)t. If t J p,
then Hu(t(R;,)u -+ v(R;,)u. Hence, by assumption about the frame, -t(R;,
)ui, for some i. Therefore, t E Ti, and thus t [= qi.
_

C7

It is easy to see that for finite frames, having the Ma'-property is equivalent.
to having the Markov property, which is

Ma-property w(R;,)v -+ 3t E Top(w(R;,)t AVu(v(R;,)u -* t(R;,)u).
On brilliant frames this requirement looks a bit neater:

wRv -* dt E Top(wRt A R(t) = R(v))
A top node t for which wRt and R(t) = R(v) hold will be called a Markov-node
for the pair (w,v).
Note that for any successor v of w in some brilliant frame, for every top
node t above v, wRt. Hence if R(v) is empty, every top node t above v has the
properties wRt and R(t) = R(v). Hence any frame with R chains uwRvR... of
at most 2 nodes is automatically a Markov frame.
Mai cannot be complete with respect to finite frames which satisfy the
stronger property wRat.-i 3t E T(v) (wRt A R(t) = R(v)). Namely, the principle

(-

-4 A) is valid on these frames. As both Ma and ( A -* A) A are principles of HA, so would A be.
17

Completeness

9.2

We will use the following lemma in the proof of the canonicity of Ma; below.

Lemma 22 If A = {D I F F- D}, for some set IF, then if the set of formulas
A,
is inconsistent, A derives (A Ai -4 V Bi).

Proof

A, AI,.., An,

L

F-

b±

A,

A

F- AAi -a

A

F-

,( A Ai -> V Bi)

F-

1:1--(D A Ai - V Bi)

r
I

A
A

V Bi

F-

F-

A DAi - V Bi.
V

Proposition 23 The Mai-canonical frame has the Ma-property.
Proof: Let (W, - , R, V) be the Mai-canonical model. Let w, v be two nodes
such that wRv. We show that there is a top node t such that wRt and R(t) _
R(v). Let A = {D
E w}. It suffices to show that the set A, vo,
v} is consistent, as any maximal consistent extension of this set will have

the desired properties. If it is not consistent, there are EI, CIE2i... , E, 0 v
and BI, ... , Bm E v such that A, BI, ... , Bm,
is inconsistent. But then lemma 22 implies that A F- A Bi -3 V Ei. Hence

V ... V E,) is in v, and that cannot be.

Q

Corollary 24 Mai does not derive K4, L, Le.

10

All principles together

Now we are going to prove the finite model property for the theory Bi, by
showing that Bi is complete with respect to the class of finite brilliant Bframes (frames which are both LLe- and Ma-frames). A problem arising when
combining the Leivant principle and the formalized Markov scheme is that we
proved the finite model property for the first one via restricting the domain to
X-saturated sets, and for the latter via the construction method on the canonical
model. We will show that Bi has the finite model property via the construction
method.

10.1

Notation and Explication

We cannot avoid a lot of notation in this completeness proof for Bi. Let us start
with the introduction of this now. Many notions will be relative to an adequate
set X which we will often omit in the notation, in order not to have an overdose
18

of notation swarming around. Of course, when an adequate set X is fixed (as is
done in the proof below) we will tacitly take all definitions relative to this set
X.
First of all, we will use a lot of models at the same time. We will not give all
the relations of these models different names. But instead we say w -,< v (wRv)
in K, if v is above (a successor of) w in the model /C. Or we write we work
in /C', which means that in this context -,< and R refer to the intuitionistic and
modal relation of IC respectively.

Let Al be the Bi-canonical model and let X be a B-adequate set. In the
completenss proof for Bi we will construct via the construction method, a set
of sequences W = for or is defined } by choosing certain nodes aQ in the Bi_
canonical model M.
We will choose labelled and unlabelled sequences, the elements of which are
I

formulas B, B -4 C, and pairs (1,r), (m, T), where T is a sequence. In the
resulting. model, o * ((l, T)) and o * ((m, r)) will be a Leivant-. and a Markovnode for (o, T) respectively. Furthermore we will use a helpfunction h which is a
partial function from sequences to sequences. The use of h will get clear in the
part of the completeness proof were we prove the finiteness of the constructed
frame.

10.1.1

The relations C, and C,4 on sequences

For sequences a, r, we write a C T when T = a * a' for some possibly empty
sequence a'.. We write or C. T if a' consists of implications only or is empty,
and or C-/, T otherwise.

10.1.2

The relations 4 and j? of the model W

For a given set of sequences W, the model W is the model (W, 4 rw, Rfw, V ),
where V is defined via
W, or k p :G M, aQ H p, p a propositional variable in X.

The a, will be suitably chosen among the nodes of M as we will see later on.
And - tw, Raw respectively are the restrictions of < and R to W, where -,< and
R are defined as follows. An Im-chain is a sequence (xl,.., xn) of sequences,
such that for all i, one of (a)-(e) is the case:
(a) i = n,

(b) xi = y * ((m, xi+i)), or xi = y * ((I, xi+1)), for some y,
(c) xi S xi+i and xi 54 xi+i,
(d) h(xi) = xi+i,

(e) h(xi+i) = xi+2 and xi+i = y * ((m, xi)) for some y.
xRy

:--

x-y

:-

there is an lm-chain (x = xl,.., xn) and xn C,4 y
x C.., y, or (x = x' * ((l,z)) and (z C-+ y or zRy or xRy)).
19

Remark' 25 Note that if x C-/, y then xRy. And if xRy and for x there is an
lm-chain (x = xl,.., x,) such that x, C x', then xRy.

Three procedures

10.2

We shall define three ways of choosing some set of new nodes, given some set of
sequences (nodes). In the completeness proof for Bi we will apply these three
procedures one after another to construct the desired finite B-model, and proof
they are correct The procedures intuitively work as follows.

Given a set W of sequences, the first procedure (I) extends it to a set W'
in such a way that W' has the Markov property. The second procedure (II)
extends a set W to a set W' in such a way that it has the Leivant property.
And the third procedure (III) extends W in such a way to a set W' that W' is
a model which satisfies

Y.BEX,Vol EW'(W',a -- BiffM,a, = B).
10.2.1

The models M and M

Let M be the B=-canonical model. Let M be the model constructed in the proof
for LLet, proposition 15, with adequate set X. For any node w in the canonical
model .M, that is, for any saturated set w, let [w] = w fl X. Note that [w] is a
node in .N. We sometimes say [w]R[v] instead of '[w]R[v] in N', and similar for
because in this case it is clear from to context to which model we refer.

Remark 26 Note that if for two nodes w, v in the canonical model M we have
wRv in M and wo C vo, i.e. there is a
E v fl X such that
0 w,
then [w]R[v] in M by the definition of Ar in proposition 15. On the other hand,
if [w]R[v] in N, then wo C vo. It also follows from the definition of M that
[w]

-,<

[v] in AiffwflX CvflX.

10.2.2

Relevant pairs of sequences

Call a pair (x, y) relevant-Leivant [relevant-Markov] in W if y = x * (D), where

D is not an implication and not of the form (1, z) [y = x * (D) * y, where
x * (D) C. y, and where D is not an implication and not of the form (m, z)],
and x is not of the form a * ((m, 7-)), and (x, y) does not have a Leivant-node
[Markov-node] in W.
Intuitively, the relevant Leivant (Markov) pairs are the only pairs which we
have to give a Leivant (Markov)-node, in order to give all pairs of nodes in W
a Leivant (Markov)-node in the resulting model.

10.2.3

Procedure I

Start with a set of sequences vo. Consider in step n all the relevant Markov
for the corresponding
pairs (a, rr) of vn, and choose Markov-nodes
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pairs (a, a,) in the Bi-canonical canonical model M. Let Vn+1 be the union
of V. and these newly defined sequences, and go to the next step.
Of course, the sequences in Vo have to be such that these Markov-nodes exist.
But we shall not bother about this here. In the cases in which we this procedure
is used, the set Vo with which we start will have the desired properties, see Case
(i) in the completeness proof, proposition 29.
10..2.4

Procedur ;

.I

Start with a set V0. Choose for every relevant Leivant pair (o, 7) of Vo, a node

as ((t T)) = x, such that a,Rx in M, and [x] is a minimal Leivant-node for
([ao], [a,]) in M. For the definition of a minimal Leivant-node and for the
definition of N, respectively see sections 8.2 and 10.2.1. If 7 = a * ((M, r')), and

xo = (a,)o, then put h(T) = Q * ((l,T)). Let V be the union of Vo and these
new sequences.

Remark 27 Procedure II will be the only procedure in which we assign an
h-image to some newly chosen sequences. Note that this implies that h(r) only
exists for some r which are of the form a * ((m, T)) and for which (a, r) has
been once a relevant Leivant pair. Note furthermore, that once a sequence 7 has
been part of a relevant Leivant pair (a, 7), after procedure II is performed it will
never for any sequence a', be part of a relevant Leivant pair (v', 7) anymore.
This shows that h is indeed a (partial) function.

Remark 28 We cannot guarantee that for any Leivant-node x for (w, v) in .M,
wo C x0. Therefore, in contrast to procedure I, in procedure II we cannot just
choose a,.((,,,)) to be a Leivant-node for (a0., a,.) in M. For if we would do this,

it could be that (aa)o = (ao,((t,T)))o, and we would have no guarantee that
the process stops in a finite number of steps, see remark 3. Note that the way
in which we choose a,.((,,,)) in procedure II implies that (ao)o C (a,((t,z)))o,
by remark 26.

10.2.5

Procedure III

Start with a set Vo. Step n consists of the following. If a E Vn, and there is a

B E X, B ¢ av, for which there is no x E V. such that oRx and B 0 ax,
then choose a node aa,(oB) which is a node w such that a0Rw in M, w does
not contain B, and [w] is a minimal Leivant-node for ([a,], [w]) in N. For the
definition of a minimal Leivant-node and for the definition of AU, respectively
see sections 8.2 and 10.2.1. For B -+ C E (a,),y, if there is no x E V. such

that ax and B E x and C 0 x, choose a node or * (B -+ C) as is usual in
the construction method. Let Vn+1 be the union of V. with the newly defined
sequences, and go to the next step.

10.3

Completeness

Proposition 29 4-B; A iff A is valid on all finite brilliant B-frames.
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Proof Assume FfB; A. Let b be a node in the Bi.-canonical model M which does
not force A. Let X be a finite Le-adequate set which contains A. We construct
in a similar way as in the construction method, a finite model of the form W,

see section 10.1.2. We construct the domain W of W stepwise. At step n we
choose nodes aQ E M. We define W,, = {a a is defined in a step < n}. Then
W = UnWn.
Step 0. Let WO be the result of procedure III (section 10.2.5), starting with
I

Vo = {b}.

Step 3n + 1. Let W3n+1 be the result of procedure I (section 10.2.3), starting
with set Vo = W3n.

Step 3n + 2. Let W3n+2 be the result of procedure II (section 10.2.4), starting
with set Vo = W3n+1

Step 3n + 3. The set W3n+3 is the result of procedure III, starting with Vo =
W3n+2

Let W be the union of the Wn and consider W. From now on, unless stated
otherwise, -,< and R will be short for - tw and Rrw. Now it remains to show
the following claims.

(i) The construction is correct, i.e. the nodes we want to choose in the consecutive steps do exist.

(ii) YV is a model, i.e. (,;R) C R and for all propositional variables p E X,

Va,TEW (if a

p).

(iii) W has the Markov property.
(iv) W has the Leivant property.

(v)VBeX`aEW(W,a=Biff.M,a0. -- B).
(vi) The process stops in a finite number of steps, i.e. for some n, Vm, >, n,
W,n = Wn. Since clearly every Wm is finite, this shows that W is finite.

We will omit the tedious but straightforward proofs of (ii) and (v), and only
prove (i), (iii), (iv) and (vi). Unless stated otherwise, u, r, x, y, z, a, b range over
sequences, B, C, D over elements of sequences. We remind the reader that w
denotes wo .

Claim (i). We show that the three procedures are correct. We will need the
following lemmas and remark.

Lemma 30 If a Ci r and or 0 T, then as < aT in M.
If or C, r and o, 54 r, then a,Ca,.
If or C, r and a 54 r, then [a,] < [a,] in N.
Proof By examining procedure 111, section 10.2.5, it is easy to conclude the first
part. Since by definition, =C on canonical models, the second part follows
immediately from the first one. From the second part and remark 26 the third
part follows.
C7
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Remark 31 For any two nodes w, v in the Bi-canonical model M the following
holds,

R(w) = R(v) iff w = va.
Hence if t is a Markov-node for (w, v), to = vo.

Lemma 32 For all n, for all pairs (a, r) in W which are either a relevant
Leivant-pair or a relevant Markov-pair,

a,Ra., in M and [ao]R[a.,] in N.
Proof Let (a, r) be any relevant pair, relevant Leivant or relevant Markov, in
some W,,. By the definition of relevant pairs, section 10.2.2, r = a * (D) * a',
for some D which is no implication, and a' consists of implications only. Hence
D is of the form
(l, r') or (m, r). We show that in all these cases,
aoRaa,(D) in M and [ao]R[ao*(D)] in N.

(6)

Let us first see why we are done then. Since a * (D) C, a * (D) * a' = r, it
follows from lemma 30 that ao,(D) - aT in M and [a0.(D)] - [a,] in N. As
both M and N are brilliant models, this gives the desired result;

a,Ra, in M and [ao]R[a,] in N.
Therefore, all we have to show is that for the three possibilities of D, (6) holds.
Case z = a * (OB). By examining procedure 111, section 10.2.5, we see that
aoRaz in M. Moreover, since [az] is a minimal-Leivant node for ([ao], [az]), it
follows that [ao]R[a.] in N, and we are done.
Case z = a * ((l, r)). By examining procedure II, section 10.2.4, we-see that
aoRaz in M. Moreover, since [az] is a minimal-Leivant node for ([ao], [a.,,]),
it follows that [ao]R[az] in N.
Case z = a * ((m, r')). BTexamining procedure I, section 10.2.3, we see that

az is a Markov-node for (ao, a.,) in M. Hence by the definition of Markovnodes, section 9.1, aoRaz in M. Thus we only have to show [ao]R[az]. Since
aoRaz, by remark 26 it suffices to show that
(ao)o C (az)o.

Note that the existence of

(7)

implies that (a, r') must have been a

relevant Markov-pair in some W,,,,. Thus, by the definition in section 10.2.2 of a
relevant Markov-pair, r' = a * (D') * a", where D' is no implication and not of
the form (m, T"), and a" consists of implications only. Hence D' is of the form
or (1, T"). But for these two cases we just proved that [ao]R[ao,(D')]. Now
it follows from remark 26 that
(ao)o C (ao*(D'))o

Again, by lemma 30, it follows that ao,(D,) C ad*(D')*o" = are in M. Thus
(ao)o C (a,- )o.

(8)
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Again, since az is a Markov-node for (a,, a,,) in .M, we certainly have R(a.) _

R(a,,) in M By remark 31 this implies that (a=)o = (ar,)o. From this and
V

(8), (7) follows.

Now we are ready to show that procedure I is correct. We have to show
that for all n, for any relevant Markov-pair (a, -r) in W,,, there is a node t in
the canonical model M which is a Markov-node for (a,, a,) in M. Since from
lemma 32 we know that for any relevant Markov-pair acRa,- holds in M, it
suffices to show that M has the Markov property, i.e.
in M: if wRv then 3t E Top(wRt A R(t) = R(v)).
The proof that M has the Markov-property is completely analogous to the proof
that the Mai-canonical model has the Markov property, proposition 23.
To see that procedure II is correct, we have to show that for all n, for any

relevant Leivant-pair (Q, -r) in W., there is a node x E M such that a,Rx in
M and such that [x] is a minimal Leivant-node for ([ac], [ar]) in M. From
lemma 32 we know that for any relevant Leivant-pair a0Ra, holds in M, and
[aa]R[a,] holds in M. Therefore, it suffices to show the following lemma.
Lemma 33 For any nodes w, v, for which wRv in the canonical model, and also
[w]R[v] in M, there exists a node x such that wRx in M, and [x] is a minimal
Leivant-node for ([w], [v]) in M. Minimal Leivant nodes and M are introduced
in sections 8.2 and 10.2.1 respectively.

The proof that there is a node x such that wRx and [x] is a Leivant-node
for ([w], [v]), for w, v as in the lemma, is almost the same as the part of the
completeness proof for LLez, proposition 15, in which it is shown that the frame
has the Leivant property. Instead of sets wQ consider sets {D I OD E w} U wo.

To conclude from this that x can be chosen in such a way that [x] is in fact a
minimal Leivant-node for ([w], [v]), is similar to the proof of proposition 14. Q
To see that procedure III is correct, consider any W.. Let Q E W,, for which
OB a,. We show that there is node w in the canonical model M such that
OB E w, B ¢ w and acRw in M, and moreover such that [w] is a minimal
Leivant-node for ([ao], [w]). This will prove that procedure III is correct. In
the canonical model there is a node v such that a0.Rv, OB E v, and B ¢ v.
Hence [ao]R[v] by remark 26. If [v] is a minimal Leivant-node for ([a,], [v]), let
w be this node v. If not, by lemma 33 there is a node u such that a0Ru and
[u] is a minimal Leivant-node for ([a,], [v]). Since [u]

-,<

[v] in M, it follows that

u fl X C v fl X by remark 26. Since B E X and B ¢ v, B ¢ u. So in this case
we can choose u for w.
Claim (iii). We show that VV_ has the Markov property, i.e.

xRy -* 3z c Top(xRz A R(y) = R(z)).
First we need some lemmas and a remark.
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Remark 34 By examining the steps in which W is constructed it is easy to
see that if x * ((m, y)) E W, then (x, y) must have been a relevant Markov-pair
By the definition of a relevant Markov-pair, section 10.2.2, this
in some
implies that x and y are not of the form a * ((m, r)). In a similar way one can
see that if x * ((l, y)) E W, then x is not of the form a * ((m, r)) and y is not of
the form a * ((l, r)).

Lemma 35 The relation ft -is transitive and xRy implies x
(;R;) = R. The relation - is a partial order.

0

y. Moreover

Lemma 36 For all n, x * ((m, y)) E W. is a Markov-node for (x, y) in W,,. If
z = x * ((m, z)) and h(z) = y, then z is a Markov-node for (x, y) in W,,.

Proof We work in W,,. It is convenient to treat the last part first. Therefore,
consider z E W. such that h(z) = y and z = x * ((m, r)) for some r. We have
to show that

z is a top node in W. and xRz and k(y) = R(z).
First note that the fact that h(z) = y, gives y = x * ((l, z)) E W,,, see remark
27.

To see that z is a top node in W,,, observe that since az is a Markovnode in M, it is a top node in A4. Therefore, it follows from procedure III
that sequences of the form z * (B --+ C) will never be defined. Now from the
definition of section 10.1.2, it follows that z is a top node in W.
From the definition of R, it follows immediately that xRz.
Thus it remains to show that h(z) = R(y). Since by definition 10.1.2 of
we have y-,<z, it follows that R(z) C R(y) by lemma 35. To see that R(y) C R(z),
assume yRa. Hence there is an lm-chain (y = yl, .., y,) such that y. C,4 a. As
clearly (z, yi, .., y,,,) is an lm-chain too, zRa.
Now consider z = x * ((m, y)) E W,,. Again, we have to show that
z is a top node in VV- and xRz and R(y) = R(z).

To see that z is a top node in W and that xR-z is analogous to the case above.
Therefore, it remains to show that k(y) = R(z).
R(y) C R(z): Assume yRa. Hence there is an lm-chain (y = yl,.., y;,,) such
that y,,, C,c, a. As clearly (z, yl, .., y,,,) is an lm-chain too, zRa.

R(z) C_ R(y): Assume zRa. Let (z = z1, .., z,,,) be an lm-chain such that
zm C f, a. We have to show that yRa. By the definition of an lm-chain, section
10.1.2, we have for z = zl either

(a) z = z,,,, hence z C,c, a,
(b) z = z' * ((m, z2)), or z = z' * ((l, z2)), for some z,
(c) z C z2 and z 0 z2,
(d) h(z) = z2i
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(e) h(z2) = z3 and z2 = z' * ((m, z)).

We show that the only cases that can occur are (b) or (d). Now observe that

in case (b) z2 = y, thus (y = z.,,.., zn) is an lm-chain too. And in case (d)
(y, zl, .., zm) is an lm-chain. Hence in both the cases (b) and (d) yRa follows.
Therefore, we are done if we can show that only the cases (b) or (d) can occur.
Case (e) cannot occur by remark 34. So, case (a) and (c) remain. In both
these case there is a D such that z * (D) E W. But this contradicts the following
Q
lemma, lemma 37. This completes the proof.

Lemma 37 For any z = x * ((m, y)) E W, for any D, there is no element

z*(D)EW.

Proof Consider a sequence z = x * ((m, y)) E W. Argueing by contradiction,
assume z * (D) E W, for some D. There are of course four possibilities for D:

(a) D = B --- C, (b) D = OB, (c) D = (1, -r), (d) D = (m, r). We show that
none of these cases can occur. First note, by examining procedure I, section
10.2.3, that az is a Markov-node for (ax, ay) in M. Thus

R(az) = R(ay) and az is a top node in M.
Hence by remark 31

(az)o = (ay) and az is a top node in M.

(9)

For (a), observe that in this case, z C, z*(D). Hence by lemma 30, oz < az.(D)
in M, which contradicts the fact that az is a top node in M.
Case (c) and (d) cannot occur by remark 34.
Thus case (b) remains. By examinig procedure III we see that OB 0 (az)o.
Hence by (9) also OB 0 (ay)o. We show that this implies that z * (OB) cannot
be defined. Assume y is defined in step m and z in step n. We show that

3y' E Wn_1(zfy' A B 0 y').

(10)

By examining procedure III one easily conclude that this implies that a sequence
z * (OB) will never be defined. Hence we have established that case (b) cannot
occur either.

First, observe that by lemma 36, R(y) C R(z) (note that for the part of
the proof of lemma 36 where R(y) C R(z) is established, we do not need this
lemma, so there is no circle argument here). Therefore, to prove (10) it suffices
to show that
(11)

3y E Wn-1(yRy' A B 0 y).

Clearly m < n, because z = x * ((m, y)). Note furthermore that n = 3k + 1,
for some k. Observe that by remark 34, y is not of the form v * ((m, r)). Thus

m=0orm-3k+2orm=3k+3,forsomek. Hence ifm=Dorm=3k+3,

m < n. And if m = 3k + 2, m + 1 < n. Therefore, we can prove (11), by showing

(m=0Vm=3k+3)-43 y'EWm(yRy'AB¢y'),
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(12)

m = 3k + 2 -a dy' E

(yRy' A B 0 y').

(13)

We only show (13). One can prove (12) in a similar way. Assume m = 3k+2 for
some k. Note that since y E Wm = W3k+2, Wm+1 is the result of procedure III
starting with set Vo = Wm. By the definition of procedure 111, section 10.2.5,
V

(13) follows immediately.

Now we are ready to show that every pair Ay in W has a Markov-node.
Consider such a pair xRy. Let (xl,.., x,) be an lm-chain, x = xn C,4, y. There
are x', y', D such that

x,Cx'C,4x'*(D)=y'C.y.
The pair (x, y) cannot be a relevant Markov pair in W, otherwise W would
not be the union of all W. By the definition of a relevant Markov-pair this
implies that either (a) D is an implication, (b) D = (m, r), for some r, (c)
x' = c * ((m, r)), for some a, T, (d) the pair (x', y) has a Markov-node in W.
Since x' C,r., x'* (D), D cannot be an implication. Thus case (a) cannot occur.
Since x'* (D) E W, by lemma 37, case (c) cannot occur either. Therefore, case
(b) and (d) remain. First, we show that in both these cases the pair (x', y) has
a Markov-node, i.e. that

3z E W(x'Rz and R(z) = R(y) and z is a top node in W).

(14)

And then we show that
Vz E W (if z is a Markov-node for (x, y) it is one for (x, y) too).

(15)

This will complete the proof.
In showing (14), we may restrict attention to case (b), as it follows -trivially
for case (d). It suffices to show that y is a Markov-node for (x, y), i.e. that

x'Ry and R(y) = R(y)-and y is a top node in W.

(16)

Since x' C f, y, we have x'Ry by remark 25. By lemma 36, y' is a Markov-node

for (x, r) in W, and thus, by the definition of a Markov-node, a top node in
W. Since, by lemma 37,we have y = y, we have shown (16) and hence (14).
To show (15), consider a Markov-node z for (x, y), i.e.

z is a top node in W, xRz and R(z) = 1(y).
We have to show that z is a Markov-node for (x, y), i.e.

z is a top node in W, xRz and k(z) = R(y).
Thus we only have to infer xRz. But this follows immediately from remark 25
and the fact that (x = xl, .., xn) is an lm-chain and that xn C x'.
Claim (iv). One can show that any pair xRy in W has a Leivant-node in
a completely similar way. Instead of (x', y), consider the pair (x, y'). And
instead of lemma 36 for Markov=nodes, use the following corresponding lemma
for Leivant-nodes.
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Lemma 38 For all n, x * ((l, y)) E Wn is a Leivant-node for (x, y) in W,.
Proof Immediate from definition 10.1.2 of W.

Q

Claim (vi). We show that 3nVm >, n(W,1 = Wm). First, some lemmas. Let l(x)
be the length of the sequence x.
Lemma 39 Vx E W 3nV (x * (D)) E W (if x * (D) V Wn, then D is either of the
form ((l, T)) or ((m, T))).

Proof By examining procedure III one sees that if x is defined in step n, no
sequence of the form x* (B -+ C) or x* (OB) is defined after step n+3 anymore.
Q

Lemma 40 Vx E W3n`dx * y E W (if l(y) <, 1, then x * y E Wn).

Proof Argueing by contradiction, assume there is a sequence x E W such that
Vn3y(x * y E W A 1(y) < 1 A x* y

Wn).

This implies that

b'n3m>n3y(l(y)G1Ax*y WnAx*yEWm).

(17)

Let us start with three observations.
First, by (17) and lemma 39 there is an infinite sequence y1, y2, .. in W,
where y, is defined in a step before the one in which yi+l is defined, and y, is
either of the form o * ((l, T)) or a * ((m, r)).
Second, by examing the way in which W is constructed in consecutive steps,
it is not difficult to see that if x * ((l, z)) or x * ((m, z)) is defined in step k, z
must be defined in step k', for some k - 2 5 k' <- k.
Third, if x * ((l, z)) E W, (x, z) must have been relevant-Leivant in some
Wk. Hence by definition 10.2.2 of relevant pairs, z is not of the form or * ((I, -r)).
Similar for x * ((m, z)).
These observations imply that w.l.o.g. we can assume y2i+1 = x * ((l, y2i))

and yeti+2 = x * ((m,y2i+1)) Hence, by procedure I, ay2i+2 is a Markov-node
for (ax,ay2i}1) in M. Hence R(aY2i}2) = R(ay2i}1). Thus by remark 31
p
(18)

(ay2i+2)o = (ay2i+1)o

From procedure II we conclude that [aY2i+1] is a Leivant-node for ([ax], [ay2i])
in N.(( Hence [aY2i}1] 4 [%21] in N. Thin by remark 26,
(ay2i+I)o C (aY2i)a.

(19)

Combining (18) and (19) we /get
..

(ay2i+2)o = (ay2i+1) C (aY2i)o =

The finiteness of the sets (a,,)o implies that for some i, (ay2i+1) = (aY2i)o.
But then we should have h(y2i) = yeti+1. Now lemma 36 shows that yti is a
Markov-node for (x, y2i+1). Therefore, (x, y2i+1) can never have been relevantO
Markov in any Wk, contradicting the existence of y2i+2
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Lemma 41 Vx E Wdm2ndx * y E W (if 1(y) < m, then x * y E Wn).

Proof By lemma 40 and the fact that every Wk is clearly finite, for every n
there is a number, denoted with f (n), such that

`dxEWnvx*yEW (if l(y)

1, then x*yEWf(f,)).

In other words,
tax E WVx * y E W (if x * y

Wf (n), then l(y) > 2).

We will show that

Vx E WVmVx * y E W (if x * Vy Wf ln), then l(y) > m + 1).
This will prove the lemma.
Therefore, consider some x E Wn and x * y E W such that x * y ¢ Wfminl.

Let y = (D1, .., Dk) and assume k < m. We derive a contradiction. Observe

that for any z * (D) E W, if z * (D) ¢ Wfl 1, then z 0 Wfln1. Hence x *
(D1, .., Dk_1) ¢ W. And again, x * (D1, .., Dk_2) Wfin12, etc.etc. Whence
D Wn, a contradiction. Thus k > m, and therefore l(y) >, m + 1.
x¢
This proves the lemma.
Now we are ready to show that

C7

3nVm >, n(W,n = Wn).

First, observe by examining procedure III that if x C_, y and x # y, then
(ay),, C (c ),,. And that if x Cue, y, then (ay) [p C (ay) [p. Let no be the
number of implications in X, and let n1 be the number of formulas in bo.
From the observation above it follows that no x E W can contain -pore than
no consecutive implications, or more that n1 elements which are no implication.
Hence l(x) 5 (no+ 1).ni +no, for all x E W. Now apply lemma 41 to x = () E Wo
and m = (no+1).ni+no; thus there exists a number n such that for all y E W, if
1(y) 5 m then y E W,,. Hence W = Wn. Thus the finiteness of W is established.
Q.

Corollary 42 Bi is complete with respect to the class of finite B-frames in
which every node is either a top node or above a minimal Leivant-node.

Proof By examining the way the finite model in the completeness proof for Bi
Q
above, proposition 29, is constructed.
We now show that also for Bi we have a completeness proof with respect
to gathering frames; it is complete with respect to the class of finite gathering
B-frames. (We know already that we lose the brilliancy of the frames in this
case.)

Proposition 43 1-B; A iff A is valid on all finite gathering B-frames.
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Proof Similar to the proof of the completeness of LLei with respect to gathering
frames, proposition 19. In the notation of this proof; the property

wRv = w(R;- )v
is sufficient to preserve the Ma-property of the frame. The model M has the
property
wRv

=>

3t E Top(wRt A R(t) = R(v)),

And the model M' has the property

wRv = 3t E

A`du(t(R';-,<)u H v(R';-)u)),

thus certainly

wR'v = 3t E

h du(t(R;-,<)u H v(R';4)u)).
V

Proposition 43 is not a strengthening of proposition 29, since we loose the brilliancy when we restrict ourselves to gathering frames. This was already pointed
out in section 8.4.
But we do have a real strengthening of the completeness result in proposition
29. This is an immediate corollary of lemma 14.

Corollary 44 Bi is complete with respect to the class of finite brilliant Lframes which have the Markov-property and satisfy
wRv -> 3x(wRx

11

-,<

v Adu(vRu -* x - u) A Vu(xRu -4 x < u)).

Some remarks

Looking at the form of the Leivant principle and the Formalized Markov scheme
one expects that they only influence, formulas with a boxdepth greater than 1.
This is indeed the case, as the following proposition shows.

Proposition 45 Bi is conservative over Li with respect to formulae of boxdepth 1.

Proof: If Li does not derive A, there is a model M which does not validate
A in some node w. This implies that A is not valid in the 1-neighbourhood
(M, w)1i which clearly is a B-model. Hence Bi does not derive A

V.

One may wonder if the Formalized Markov scheme is derivable from a principle
like

Ma- D(-, V DAi) -* D(V DAi),
or from one of these
Ma(n)
D(-,-(DA -- V 'j DBi)) -* D(OA --> Vii Bi).
The following propositions and corollaries show that this is not the case, First
a lemma.
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Lemma 46 For formula D = V A2,
LMa7 F-

Proof Let Cl =
F
F
F

F

FF-

(D -4 E)) -+ D.

--nD) A

C2

-*

Cl

--

C, A C2
C, A C2

-4
-3

Cl
Cl A C2

-4
-*

-n-nD) and C2 =
-4 B))

(D -* B)).

B

B --> C)D

D.

d

Proposition 47 F-LMa_ A iff A is valid on all finite brilliant L-frames which
satisfy: wRt =- 3t E Top(wRt and R(v) C R(t)).
Proof Only from right to left. Assume VLMa; A. Let .M = (W, -,<, R, --) be the
LMaZ -canonical model and let b be a node which does not force A. Let X be an
adequate set which contains A, and which is the single closure under negation
of a finite LLe-adequate set with base X0. With the construction method we
create a finite model Mb with the desired properties which does not validate A.
We start with a<> = b. Assume a is defined. For (B -* C) E (a0.)X, nodes

av.(B--rc) are chosen as is usual in the construction method. For B E (a,) x
we chose two nodes,
ao,((OB)), the last one of which will be a top node
in the model to be constructed. We first say how they will be chosen and then
show that they can be chosen in such a way.

Let w = as and E= A{V Dz I w F-+ -(V Dz)), Dz E xo}.
ao.(oB) is a node v in M such that wRv, B E v, B 9 v and E E v. a,*((on))
is a node t in M for which wRt and B E t, and - DC E t for all C E X0
for which C v and such that t is a top node in the canonical model. An
explication of the choice of t: B E t makes the set t smaller than w o , the
o

third requirement allows us to put tRbu for all vRbu, in the new model, and the
last one guarantees that also in the model to be constructed, t is a top node.
We can always find ao.,(oB). For the case that E E w this is immediately

clear. If E 0 w, we cannot have wp, B, E F B. For if this would be the case,
A E -4 B). As we also have w F--E) by
the definition of E, lemma 46 implies that w F- E.
We show that we can find
as stated. Let {C1,... , C.} = {D E
we would have w F-

Xo I D ¢ a,*(oB) }. It suffices to show that wp, B,

is

consistent, then we can take for ao.((oB)) any maximal consistent extension of
this set. Assume it is not. Then wp, B I- -n-(V C,). Hence w F
-4

--(V C,)), and thus F- E -* (V C,). But then, by the construction of
a0*(oB) it follows that V C, is in ao.(OB), which cannot be.
Now we define the model. We use the notation of paragraph 10.
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Wb

a 4b T

:4=>

aRbT :q
:r

{a I or is defined},

a C- T,
Or C f, T, or

ara'*((OB)),a'*(OB) Cf,T,

pEa,.

This makes (Wb, 4b, Rb, Vb) into a transitive, brilliant model. To see that it
is finite, conversely well-founded, that it satisfies the property stated in the
proposition, and that

for all BEX,for all
is straightforward.

Q

Corollary 48 LMaZ V Ma.
Proposition 49 _LMa(n), A iff A is valid on all finite brilliant L-frames which
satisfy: wRvRui, for i = 1, ... , n =:> 3t E Top(wRtRui A R(t) C R(v)).

Proof Only the direction from right to left. For Y LMa(n); A, let b a node in
V) at which A is not valid. Let
the LMa(n)Z canonical model M =
X be a finite adequate set which contains A, and such that it is the single
closure under negation of an LLe-adequate set. With the construction method
we construct a model Mb = (Wb, 4 b, Rb, Vb) which does not validate A and has
a finite brilliant L-frame and in addition satisfies

wRbvRbui, for i = 1, ... , n

=>

3t E Top(wRbtRbui A Rb(t) C Rb(v)).

It is easy to see that the LMa(n) i -canonical model has the frame property

stated in the proposition; for wRvRui, for i = 1, ... , n, the top node t with
R(t) C R(v) and wRtRui is just a maximal consistent extension of the set
wp, vo, -OEI,.., -En, where Ei = V{D (D ¢ ui}, which consistency follows
from the Ma(n) principle.
Start, as is usual, with a<> = b. Assume a is defined. Nodes
and
ao.(oB) are chosen as usual, for all (B - C) E (a,)' and OB E (czo) .
Assume a = a' * (OB) * a" is defined, and its last element is not of the form
r* ((vyul, .., Uk)), k < n. Assume furthermore that ui = a*ai * (Di) are defined,
-,< i <, k < n, where or C, ai, and Di is no implication. Then choose a
node ct, where T = v' * ((a, ul, .., Uk)), which is a top node t in the canonical
model such that ao,RtRa,,; and R(t) C R(a,).
Assume this process stops after a finite number of steps. Define
Wb
= {a ( a is defined },
a - b r :G or C_, T,
a C74 r, or
trRbT :4
a = d * ((a", ul, , Uk)), k < n, ui C T, for some i, or
3T'(T'T"*((a+ul, uk)),k<, n,T'C,4T),

for 1

pEao.
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It is not difficult to see that this defines a finite brilliant L-model, which moreover has the property stated in the proposition, and satisfies

=B,

for all B E X, for all a E

Therefore, what remains to show is that the process stops in a finite number of
steps, hence that W6. is finite. This follows from the following observation, which
we will prove below. Every a which is defined has only finitely many successors
and only finitely many elements above it. As every a which is defined is above
or a successor of (), this shows that the process is finite.
We only prove the successor part of the observation. Let n(a) be the number
of formulas in bo minus the number of elements in a which are no implication.

We prove the statement with induction to n(a).

The case n(a) = 0 is clear, as in this case (a,)

= 0 and aRa' implies

(-,,) (P C (-a-) (P .
Consider a o with n(a) = m + 1. It suffices to show that or has finitely
many successors Tl,.., r of the form a * a' * (D) * a", where a C, a * a' C>v

a * a' * (D) C, a * a' * (D) * u". As n(Tj) = m, the induction hypothesis
guarantees that Ti has only finitely many successors. Because every successor
of u is one of T1, .., Tk or a successor of one of them, this implies that or has only
finitely many successors.
It. is clear that u has only finitely many successors of the form a*a* (D) *a",

where or Ci or * a' C,y or * u' * (D) C, a * a' * (D) * a", and D = B for
some B. Let xl,.., xl be a Isit of these successors. Consider the case in which
D = ((v, u1 i .., uk )), for some k <, n. By examining the construction one sees
that either v = xi for some i, or n(v) < m. In the last case, v is a successor
of some v', with n(v') = m. Hence the induction hypothesis implies that there
are only finitely many of these v. There are only finitely many of these ui, since
n(v) <, m and ui is a successor of v. This proves that or has only finitely many
successors.
O

Corollary 50 If m < n, LMa(m)i I f Ma(n).

12

Admissible Rules

The notion of an admissible rule is one which emerges once one leaves classical
propositional logic for its intuitionistic counterpart. If B(pi, ... , p,) is a formula
in the variables pl, .. . i p and A is a sequence of formulas Al, ... , An,, we write

B(A) for the formula which is the result of substituting Ai for pi in B. If for
a theory T in a language G and for two formulas B, C of a language G' in the
variables pi, ...,
it holds that FT B(A) implies 1 T C(A), for all sequences
A = A1 , ... , An of formulas in L, then we say that B admissibly derives C in

T, or that BIC is an (G'-)admissible rule for T. Of course, if B F C then
certainly BIC, and there are systems, like for instance classical propositional
logic, in which these are the only admissible rules, so the notion is superfluous
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there. However, there are systems in which this is not the case. We already
encountered one such, Ki with for example its admissible rule A/A.
Admissible rules are interesting from the viewpoint of provability logic, as we

conjecture that for any propositional admissible rule B/C of HA, B -* C
is a principle of its provability logic. For the modal admissible rules this is
certainly not the case, as the admissible rule A/A shows.
It is known that the admissible rules for intuitionistic propositional calculus
IPC are the same as the propositional ones for HA [Visser 98], and also that it
is decidable whether something is an admissible rule for IPC or not [Rybakov
97]. But we do not yet have a transparent way of formulating them. We discuss
two rules; one is an admissible rule for IPC and the other is formulated in the
modal language. Both are admissible rules for HA.

12.1

The Independence of Premise Rule

IPR

F- -A -4 B v C

=*

!- (-A - > B) v.(-A -* C).

Proposition 51 All logics encountered so far have the independence of premise
rule.

Proof We show that Bi has the independence of premiss rule, the other cases
are similar. Assume that (-A -* B) V (-A -> C) is not derivable in Bi. It is
easy to see that we then have two B-models Mi = (Wi, . i, Ri, V) for i = 1, 2,
with roots respectively w1i W2, such that -A is valid in both the roots, but B
is not valid in wi and C is not valid in w2. We show that (-A -* B V C) is not
derivable in Bi by constructing a countermodel M = (W, -,<, R, V). This model
is the result of putting one new node b below all nodes in both lull and M 2;

W={b}uW1uW2,
v:4*.w=borw-,<iv for some i,
w
wRv :q wRiv for some i, or w = b and uRiv for some u,
w = p :p w E Wi and Mi, w = p, for some i.
It is easy to see that this defines a B-model such that if IV, b [-- D, then for all
v E Wi, Mi, v -- D for i = 1, 2. Therefore, -A is valid at b and B V C is not.
Whence (-A a B V C) is not valid in b.
V.

12.2
R

The Reflection Rule
F-DAzF- A.

Proposition 52 All logics encountered so far have the reflection rule.

Proof We only treat the case LLe;,. Let A be a formula which is, violated in
some finite LLe-model M = (W', -', R', V'). We construct a countermodel
N = (W, 4, R, V). The idea is to make all the nodes of M successors of a new
node b. But to guarantee that the new model has the iLeivant property we
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have to add another node, a, which will be below all nodes in W and which will
function as a Leivant-node for every pair (b, w).

W={b,a}U W',

v:< w = a, orw -' v,
wRv:gwR'v, or w=band y#b,or w= aandvEW',
w =p':qw =' P.
u)

1
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